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CODING

Unplugged SW4

Elementary and Secondary School Coding Class
Secondary Free Semester (Grade) Coding Class
Coding Instructor Course
Coding Instructor materials supply

Program composition

Lower grade in Elementary School

START

BASICMAKE

PROJECT

Secondary  
& High school

Coding
Instructor Course

Upper grades 
in Elementary 
school 

Coding (providing software training materials)

Enter the search term  
"Global Coding" in Gmarket
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 Purchase by visiting  
the homepage (g-coding.com)
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You can learn basic concepts and basic knowledge of 
software easily and funly through board game without 
computer 

You can create programs and animations on your monitor using 
simple, block-based SW

Global coding to learn easily while touching and making A good opportunity to have easy and fun coding

It's easy to learn coding  
in global coding6

Entry SW5

Global 
Coding 
Research

3 words an hour  
makes you 
a pratical IoT 
programmer  
only in 2 weeks

3 words an hour makes you  
a pratical IoT programmer only in 2 weeks



Coding Education The Importance of Coding Physical SW1 2 3

A small computer connects a large computer with a light bulb. 
When a large computer sends a command, the small computer 
receives it and sends the bulb an electrical signal to turn the 
bulb on or off.

Physical SW is a software instructional material that learns 
computer commands by touching and creating the tools 
necessary for our lives.

Mandatory software education for 
elementary and middle schools, 

In Korea(2017)

High schools subjects will be 
changed from elective courses to 
general electives, In Korea(2018)

Coding can be seen as a language, a tool, or a means of trying 
to talk to a computer. The language is written in a form that the 
computer can understand.

Coding refers to the language, tools, means

Mandatory Software Education Physical SW utilizing Arduino and sensorExperience-oriented coding SW training materials

"Everyone has to learn coding.
Coding teaches you how to think."Steve Jobs

President 
Barack 
Obama

Learning coding is very important for 
your country as well as for your future.

Mercedes 
Benz 

Chairman

Cars are now moving to the software  
rather than gasoline. 

Coding

We use coding for our household 
appliances and machine products

Pressing the elevator button also 
uses coding to move to that floor
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Coding Applications

The process of creating a program using a computer language. 
We used a lot of programming words rather than coding. In fact, 
most home appliances and machinery around us will be codified.  

For example, when you ride an elevator and press a button, it 
will be coded to move to the corresponding floor, and you put 
money in a vending machine and press a button, you will also be 
coded for coming out.

REFERS

LANGUAGE MEANS

TOOLS

The UK has started coding education in schools since 2014, and 
there is a craze for coding education around the world.

In Korea, software education is mandatory in elementary and 
junior high schools from 2017, and in 2018, high school subjects 
will be changed from elective courses to general electives. In this 
way, the future of the society will be emphasized the importance 
of coding?

Beginning of coding education

Principles of coding

Automatic 
door

Robotic vacuum 
cleaner

Software training materials

Small computers built into devices such as automatic doors 
or robotic vacuum cleaners transmit the code received from 
outside via sensors to larger computers. As such, a small 
computer can be operated by turning a large computer's 
commands into electrical signals


